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Fabrication of solid state nanopores in an insulating membrane has brought much attention to biomolecule
analysis such as DNA sequencing and detection in recent years. For practical applications and device integration,
the challenges include precise size control for sub-10 nm nanopore size, repeatability and rapid fabrication over
a wafer size to reduce cost. ZEISS ORION NanoFab provides an effective approach to fabricating solid state
nanopores using a helium ion beam. It is easy to control and to achieve sub-10 nm pore size by optimizing the
beam current. Pore size and placement control is maintained over a wafer size area by automation of stage
motion and beam placement (<20% from pore size average of 8 nm and 5.5 nm). The automation in stage
motion and milling with ORION NanoFab also supports rapid mass production of nanopore chips over a wafer size.
Introduction
Nanopore fabrication has attracted much attention in recent

dielectric breakdown, anodized alumina oxide transferring

years thanks to its applications for biomolecule sensing and

and the wet etching method. In some cases, extra steps for

detection. Biomolecules such as DNA, RNA and proteins can

tuning pore size and stability are necessary, for example

be confined, detected, and characterized with monitoring

deposition (e.g. atomic layer deposition) and thermal

the transient change in ionic current when biomolecules

treatment. FIB is an easy and direct drilling method using

pass through nano-scale pores in solid state film/membrane

a Ga-ion beam; however, it is not suitable for fabricating

or biological materials. Nanopore sensors can control access

sub-20 nm nanopores without tuning steps. E-beam milling

and selectively identify biomolecules at the single molecule

is another frequently used method in recent years to drill

level. In particular, nanopores have advantages for DNA

nanopores. However, in order to prepare nanopores with

sensing and detections in aspects of label-free, amplification-

high precision in feature size and speed up fabrication

free, and high throughput, long DNA sequences.

processing, auxiliary gases are introduced such as XeF2 for

Nanopores can be broadly divided into two categories based

assisted Si3N4 etching with e-beam. Electron beam lithography

on their constituent materials: biological nanopores and

(EBL) is attractive as a fully wafer scalable process; however,

solid-state nanopores (SSN). Compared to biological

it requires more processing steps such as a photoresist to

(organic) nanopores, SSNs have advantages in terms of ease

define patterns, dry etching to transfer patterns into insulating

for pore size control, robustness and easy integration with

layers and final photoresist removal. Anodized alumina oxide

wafer scale technologies, including complementary metal-

transferring is a low cost method of fabricating nanopore

oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and microfluidics/nanofluidics.

arrays, but it is not feasible to fabricate single and sub-10

Various membrane materials for SSN fabrication have been

nm nanopores. Wet chemical etching is another cost-

successfully used such as silicon, silicon nitride, silicon oxide,

effective method. With the use of standard micro-scale

polymers, aluminum oxide and graphene. The most com-

lithography and anisotropic wet etching, it is suitable for

monly used membrane material for SSN is silicon nitride

nanopore arrays and large nanopores. Dielectric breakdown

(Si3N4) thanks to its easy processing and compatibility with

method is a recently developed method of fabricating

semiconductor processing.

smaller nanopores (~1-2 nm) by applying a voltage across

The fabrication methods of SSN include focused ion beam

an insulating membrane to generate a high electric field

(FIB) milling, electron beam milling, helium ion beam milling,

to control dielectric breakdown. However, the nanopore
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position on the membrane is random, and the nanopore
size is also not easy to control. In most cases, this method
requires a thin insulating membrane (~10 nm) and the thin
membrane only covers a small area, which makes it difficult
for device fabrication.
The sensitivity of nanopore bio-sensors is determined by the
thickness of the membrane and the pore size. The matching
of biomolecules to pore diameter and thickness of membrane is critical to biomolecule detection. Therefore, it is
Applicationimages / Grafics / etc.

necessary to have a fabrication approach to producing
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sub-10 nm nanopore in good reproducibility.
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) is a promising method to
achieve a good pore size control, repeatability and high
throughput for SSN fabrication. Sub-10 nm nanopores have
been successfully fabricated using HIM for biomolecule
analysis. In this application note, we present an automation

2 µm
Figure 1 Figure 1: 9 µm wide opening Si3N4 membrane on nanopore chip
mounted on a transmission stage.

routine to improve pore size control, repeatability and rapid
fabrication of SSN over a wafer size using ORION NanoFab.

Pore Size Control
With ORION NanoFab, pore size in SSN fabrication can be

Experimental Setup

conveniently controlled by simply changing exposure time

The silicon chip with 18 nm thick free-standing silicon nitride

using a fixed beam current. Figure 2 shows one example of

(Si3N4) membrane was provided by Professor Sean Ling of

arrays of nanopores with different exposure times and a

Southeast University in China. The square chip with 4000 µm

helium ion beam current of 1.20 pA from both HIM and TEM

sides is a part of a chip array on the wafer. Each chip has a

images. The corresponding exposure times from small nano-

square opening of 73 µm at the backside of suspended Si3N4

pores to larger nanopores are 0.5 s, 1.0 s, 1.5 s, 2.0 s, 2.5 s,

membrane. The front-side has a 9 µm window opening in

3.0 s, 3.5 s, 4.0 s, 4.5 s, 5.0 s, 8.0 s, 10.0 s and 15.0 s. The

Si3N4 membrane on each chip as shown in Figure 1.

black dot on the white milling pore in the TEM image stems

The chip mounted on the sample holder was cleaned with

from the preparation of the membrane and from the material.

an oxygen plasma before loading it into the instrument.

It is clear that the nanopore size increases with the increase

Initially, the chip was mounted on a transmission stage. This

of exposure time. Figure 3 shows pore sizes and shapes

allowed us to optimize the milling time for SSN fabrication

for four representative TEM images for different exposure

using HIM imaging. However, HIM imaging will change

times. The pore shape is almost circular. Figure 4 presents

the pore size and shape during scanning. Hence, this HIM

the mean diameter of nanopore versus exposure time. The

imaging was avoided later in the actual SSN fabrication.

mean diameter is defined with an ellipsoidal approximation

The actual pore size is examined with transmission electron

as dm=(dl×ds)1/2, where dl and ds are long and short axis.

microscopy (TEM). Before the milling step, the helium ion

Apparently, the mean diameter of a nanopore does not

beam current is adjusted to be ~ 1 pA through helium gas

follow a linear relationship with exposure time.

pressure and aperture setting. Automation programming

The mean diameter of nanopores rises quickly and gradually

built in ORION NanoFab software is used to move the stage

slows with the increase of exposure time due to the intensity

to a defined distance and to automatically mill SSN after a

distribution of the beam profile and thickness of the mem-

settling time.

brane. From the observation of this curve, we can predict
that sub- 10 nm nanopores could be fabricated with exposure times less than 1.0 s using an helium ion beam current
of 1.0 pA for 18 nm Si3N4 membranes.
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Figure 2 Nanopore arrays with different exposure times: (a) HIM image; (b) TEM image.

10 nm

10 nm

10 nm

10 nm

Figure 3 TEM images of nanopores for exposure time (a) 1.0 s; (b) 2.0 s; (c) 4.5 s; (d) 10 s.
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molecules. Based on our results in the previous section for
pore size control, we designed two sets of nanopore arrays
Pore diameter, nm

to verify the repeatability of SSN fabrication: 10 × 5 arrays
with 0.5 s exposure time and 6 × 5 arrays with 0.3 s exposure time using a helium ion beam current of 1.12 pA. The
pitch is 400 nm for both cases. Stage motion is automated
to finish the milling processing of nanopore arrays. 30 nanopores were measured from an 10 × 5 array (0.5 s exposure
time) and 22 nanopores were measured from an 6 × 5 array
(0.3 s exposure time). The typical TEM images are shown
in Figure 5. The average diameter of nanopores is 8.0 nm
Figure 4 The mean diameter of nanopores versus exposure time.

for an exposure time of 0.5 s and 5.5 nm for an exposure
time of 0.3 s. The repeatability of pore size is very good for

Nanopore Fabrication Repeatability

both exposure times (<20% from average). Figure 6 shows

For practical application in biomolecule analysis, the SSN

measured pore sizes for 22 nanopores in the array of nano-

fabrication repeatability is critical to detect individual bio-

pores with exposure times of 0.3 s.

10 nm

10 nm

10 nm

10 nm

Figure 5 Representative TEM images for two arrays of nanopores (a)-(b) 0.5 s exposure time; (c)-(d) 0.3 s exposure time.
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Figure 6 Pore sizes measured from TEM images for an array of nanopores
with exposure time 0.3 s.

Figure 7 Photos of a wafer with 6 × 7 array of chips on a sample holder
(a) backside view; (b) front view.

Automated Milling

Summary

In terms of mass production and reproducibility of SSN

The fabrication of nanopores using ORION NanoFab provides

fabrication, it is desirable to have automated stage motion

good pore size control, repeatability and rapid fabrication

and milling over a wafer size which consists of multiple

processing over a wafer size. Even though it has been

chips. Here, we used the wafer with 6 × 7 arrays of chips to

demonstrated here with S3N4-membranes, it is applicable

test the possibility of automated milling as shown in Figure 7.

for other membrane materials such as graphene and MoS2.

The wafer consists of pre-cut 42 chips as shown Figure 7a

Thanks to the thin 2D materials, it is possible to have fast

from the backside view. Each chip is 4000 µm square. Three

fabrication processing and high sensitivity of biomolecule

point alignment (red arrows in Figure 7a) is used to align the

analysis. Furthermore, this method can be extended to

position of the arrays and adjust focus. Adjusting the focus

fabricate other kinds of nanostructures over a wafer size

is necessary to compensate sample tilt from mounting. SSNs

in a fast mode such as nanophotonic structures.

can be automatically fabricated in all these 42 chips in one
go after input of initial position, SSN array, period, milling
time, three-point position and focus adjustment. With
automation processing, milling 42 chips with 4 mm gap
takes less than 20 min to mill one SSN in each chip with
stage settling time 20 s between each chip and a milling
time of 0.5 s. It takes about 60 min to mill 10 × 10 arrays
of SSN in one chip with a gap of 500 nm between the pores,
30 s stage settle time and 0.5 s exposure time. With automated imaging of front opening of membrane on 42 chips,
the motion of stage with automation program is accurate
enough to mill the nanopore inside front opening. This is
an easy and fast way to fabricate one nanopore on each
chip in an automation mode. With the pattern recognition
function for the circular opening in the software, the nanopore is easily fabricated at the center of the front opening
of the Si3N4 membrane.
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